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Why Wildlife Matters in One Health
We can’t afford to forget about wildlife!
• >70% of emerging zoonotic infectious diseases have a wildlife origin
• Human activities are creating more opportunities for the changes and types of contact with
wildlife that can lead to more pathogen spill over events
• Low sampling effort in wildlife to date – but mammals are estimated to harbor over 1 million
unknown viruses, some with pandemic potential
• Wildlife are valuable sentinels for threats to human and domestic animal health (including
non-communicable disease threats)
• Wildlife disease events can threaten the conservation of biodiversity and ecosystems
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Current Status of Wildlife Integration in Evaluation Tools
Key finding: wildlife considerations are poorly integrated in the use of existing tools
• In the majority (83%) of countries with a JEE or PVS report, there are either major wildlife sector gaps
noted or no mention of wildlife at all
• No clear financing mechanism for national wildlife health system capacity development
Assessment or Planning Tool

Countries with evidence of
functional wildlife health activities

Joint External Evaluation (JEE)
and/or Performance of Veterinary
Services (PVS)

45/107 (42%)

National Biodiversity Strategy and
Action Plan

8/125 (6.4%)
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Only 7/12 published
National Action Plans
for Health Security
(NAPHS) mention
wildlife/wild animals

Climate and weather are also poorly considered in JEE, PVS and NAPHS reports
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Wildlife and Environmental Health Services
Components and capacities to help reduce risk and promote resilience

Country
Assessment of
Environmental
Health Services
(prototype)

Sincere thanks to colleagues from Liberia, Ghana, and the UK Animal and Plant
Health Agency for collaboration and support on ground-truthing and pilot missions

Country Assessment of Environmental Health Services
Pilot in Ghana, March 2021

Practical lessons learned:
• Lack of benchmarks makes scoring
challenging, but can identify clear gaps
• Environment scope is wide; requires
participation of many institutions and
assessors to be comprehensive
• For wildlife, we need to ensure national
systems considers all relevant
interfaces, taxonomic groups, functions,
and objectives
Intended to raise awareness about relevance of
wildlife/environment to health, assess baseline status
and major needs, and provide guidance resources

Needs Assessment for National Wildlife Health Programs
• Assesses current state and identifies needs to reach target future state
• Piloted in the Republic of Korea, Rwanda (Rwanda Development Board), and Thailand
• Organized by themes/functions (e.g. applied epidemiology, diagnostics) with specific
infrastructure and capabilities
• Process:
 Team of experts conducts reviews of strategic plans, risk assessments, and
other relevant documents
 Interviews with key partners and stakeholders: users of the program
 Interviews with key personnel who deliver the program
 Site visit to core facilities, etc.
 Final report with a summary of main findings, identification of priority gaps and
needs, recommendations for next steps, and co-creation of training and
capacity strengthening activities as desired

USGS National Wildlife Health Center (an OIE Collaborating Center on Research,
Diagnosis, and Surveillance of Wildlife Pathogens)

Metrics for assessment
of the current state of
the capabilities:
1. None
2. Nascent/early
3. Emerging
4. Expanding
5. Mature

Emerging infectious Disease Risk Profiling
Context is important for understanding and addressing factors that increase risk of emergence

With thanks to the University of Ghana and the UK Animal and Plant Health Agency

National-Level Recommendations
Planning: develop a wildlife health sector with institutional mandates, training, resourcing and workforce
development
Reporting: establish mechanism(s) for centralized reporting of wildlife health and/or disease research to a
national entity
Risk assessment and monitoring:
(i) set up arrangements with laboratories for testing of wildlife samples;
(ii) perform risk profiling and assessment of major wildlife–domestic animal and wildlife–human interfaces to
identify high-risk transmission interfaces;
(iii) perform risk profiling and assessment for diseases in native and introduced wildlife species to inform
conservation planning, livestock biosecurity and zoonotic disease prioritization;
(iv) require consultation of government wildlife entities or expert scientists in case of human or domestic
animal disease connected to environmental resources;
(v) integrate wildlife and other environment information into a surveillance system leveraging local
stakeholders (e.g. park rangers, community eco-monitors and hunters)
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